
Our company is looking for a design eng. If you are looking for an exciting place
to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for design eng

Drive global function teams (ASIC design, platform, driver, ) collaboration to
enable all features and optimize performance and meet the program
schedule
Drive global function teams (ASIC design, platform, driver, ) to resolve all
issues happen in bringup and validation
Work with product engineering and characterization team to work out the
clocks/voltages for dGPU and maximum yield and performance at given TDP
Prepare sketches and rendered design illustrations for presentation of design
concepts
Lead ASIC/ IP feature bring-up and validation, ensure coverage and schedule
will meet A0/B1 tape-out date
Defines avionics and electrical system architecture requirements, definition,
system and sub-system aircraft integration for VIP/VVIP aircraft platforms
Develops aircraft integration design solutions utilizing engineering drafting
tools for avionics and electrical aircraft interiors, system components and
support aircraft installations and testing
Interfaces with engineering leads to resolve design issues, captures changes
and closes out designs to meet schedule and budget targets
Supports installation of systems via liaison with modification facility, identifies
root cause issues, captures redline updates, resolves design issues and
updates drawings to meet schedule
Develops verification and test procedures, ground and flight test procedures
and interfaces with FAA designees to incorporate compliance with the latest
FAA design guidance requirements
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Hands on exposure to technology development, device design, TCAD, I-V/ C-
V/S-parameter/noise measurements, would be a plus
Develop micro-controller based products with an analog front end, ADCs,
and DACs embedded
Own the whole product including IC development, firmware, and customer
software tools
A Phd / Masters in Electronic Engineering with at least 14 years of experience
in product design and development
Have worked as an IC designer and have strong knowledge of analog and
mixed signal IC design techniques, ADC and DAC topologies, and supporting
methodologies
Experience with CMOS processes


